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Job Opportunities Brighten for Teachers
The results of a recent study
commissioned by the Executive
Committee of the Association for
School. College and University
Staffing indicates that more students should be encouraged to
begin thinking again about the
field of education as a career
choice.
For several years there . has
been a depression generally in
job opportunities for · aspiring
teachers. With the exception of a
few fields such as reading and
special education. jobs were difficult to come by and such subjects as English and Social
Studies we re considered
particularly glutted. Partly as a
result of persistent publicity
about the teacher surplus. students avoided a career choice in
education and chose other fields
which appeared to offer greater
likelihood of employment. The
movement away from education.
with the exception of fields mentioned earlier.became infectious
so that students even avoided
open areas such as mathematics
and the physical sciences.
Mathematics today can be
characterized as a field facing a
critical shortage of teachers. The
physical sciences are also experiencing shortages and may
soon also be in critical need of
teachers .
This is not to say that teaching
jobs again are plentiful in all
fields. but the ASCUS report is
encouraging.The data indicate

that there is variation of attitude
among placement officers in
various parts of the country concerning teacher opportunities. It
also indicates that the job market
for teachers has improved overall and especially in certain
fields . ·very few respondents indicated that the job market had
worsened overall for either
el ementary or secondary
teachers. especially over the past
two years. The following questions appeared on the survey and
the summary of responses are
shown in Table I:
1.
In general terms. how
available were employment opportunities for elementary and
secondary teachers for ' the
1977-78 teaching year ( last complete placement season) compared to those one year earlier?
2.
In general terms. how
available were employment opportunities for elementary and
seconqary teacliers for the
1977-78 teaching year ( last complete placement season) compared to those four years earlier
(1973-74)?
.
3. In general terms. how a re
employment opportunities · for
e lem e n ta r y and secondary
teachers thus far for the approaching 1978:-79 teaching yea r
,current placement season)? ·
Nationwide. a ma jority of
educational placement officers
responding indicated that the job
market for teachers during the

Northeastern
to be
Evaluated
by Barb Nielsen
Prepa rations a re now under
way to begin an analytical
evaluation of our university in
conjunction with the North Central Association of Colleges and
Seconda ry Schools . North
Central is an association that assists with the evaluation of institutes of higher education by
guiding the structure and planning of that evaluation .
Northeastern will conduct the
study on it's .own. using as a
guidel ine the handbook that
North central has prepared. A
sight visit is planned by a team of
North Central personnel to take
place in February or May of 1980.
A committee is forming at
Northeastern ,under the guidance
of Dr . Anthony Ko pera.
Chairman of the Psychology
Department. _Other members of
the committee include Dr.

Joseph Morton, Department of
History. Dr. Sherman Beverly.
Department of Inner City Studies
Education. Bruce Bullis, Director of Institutional Studies, Dr.
Ann Hirst. Department of Early
Childhood Education. and Dr.
Zahid Shariff. Department of
Political Science. As of this writing the committee has met twice.
with a~other meeting planned in
the near future .
This will not be the extent of
the committee. however. More
members will have to be added in
order for the committee to divide
into the five sub-committees
needed for the evaluation. These
other members may include
more faculty and possibly one
student for ever sub-committee.
They will then analyze the university to see if it is fulfilling it's
educational and institutional
tasks. Some of the areas being re-

last completed placement season
was more favorable than it had
been one year earlier. In addition. a majority of respondents
reported that the job market for
seconda ry level teachers was
better last season that it had been
four yea~s earlie r . A ·ma1ority of
respondents indicated that -the
job market for elementary level
teachers was the same or better.
The respondents also reported
that opportunities are improved
for secondary !eye! teachers for
the current placement season
when compared to recent years.
A similar question ·drew a split
response between whether the
job opportunities for elementary
teachers are better or the same
during the current placement
season when compared to previous years.
The respondents generally
agreed to statements which indicated that teachers were finding jobs and that under some conditions school personnel admi nist ra tors were having
difficulty in finding qualified candidates for some of their positions :
0

1. Ninety-fi ve per cent (37) of
the respondents strongly agreed
or generally agreed with the
statement. ·'Most secondary
level teachers who could and
would go where the jobs were.
obtained teaching employment
for the 1977-78 teaching year ( last
complete placement season) ."
2. Eighty-two per cent (32)
strongly agreed · or generally
agreed with the statement.
" Most elementary level teachers
who could and would go where
the jobs were. obtained teaching
employment for the 1977-78
teaching year ( last complete
placement season l.''
3. Eighty-seven per cent ( 34)
of the responding placement office rs strongly agreed or
generally agreed with the statement. "In staffing for the 1977-78
school year ( last complete placement seasonl school personnel
administrators had d" ficult i
obtaining adequate numbers of
qualified candidates for positions
in some fields or combinations of
fields ."
Students are well advised to
seek out further information

TABLE I: SUMMARY
QUESTIONS 1-3

Better
Same
Worse
Much Worse

RESPONSES

1

Question No.
·Responses
Much Bette·r

OF

about teaching opportunities by
contacting individual education
departments located in the
Classroom Building ( with the exception of P .E .l. Following is a
list of office locations for education departments :

Bil ing ual-Bicultural
Studies - 3017
Counselor Education - 4074
Early Childhood Education - 3039
Educational Foundations - 4011
Elementary Education - 3012
Instructional Media - 2053
Physical Education - Gym.
J-106
Reading - 2063
Secondary Education - 3089
Special Education - 4059
Urban Communities Teacher
Education Center - 3018
In addition. the Center for Inner City Studies also offers
degrees leading to teaching
careers. Located at 700 Oakwood.
CICS can be contacted by calling
268-7500.

FROM

SUPPLY-DEMAND

2

3

Elem .

Sec .

Siem .

Sec.

Elem .

Sec.

1
19
16

3
22

7

8
15
6.5
6.5
2

2
16
16.5
2.5

18
15
5
1.5

3
0

searched are financial resources.
faculty . library facilities. learning resources. academic programs. governance. student affairs , and the physical facilities
available within the university.
The committee may also use surveys taken by students and
faculty to aid them in the evaluation.
Right now the committee
members are studying the results of the last evaluation to determine what progress has been
made and what direction they
should follow. They will soon
meet with the Academic Affairs
Council and later with the Vice
President.
The self-evalu~tion of our university brings many important
questions to mind. Will the people
entrusted with the evaluation be
able to present an unbiased view
of their own university? Will the

12
2

12
6
9

0

4

students ha ve an act ive place in
this evaluation? And the results.
will they be readily available for
review? But the real question is
whether or not there will be a
follow up to the evaluation. to fill

0

the -discovered voids and to supplement poor conditions. These
questions and others should be
ke pt in mind as we continue to
observe the direct io ns the
evaluation takes.

r--- ----------------- - --- - --.
Advanced Registration
Workshops
Sign Up
NOW
In the University Counselin g
Center 8-115
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- ~campus! · iney tiave ·no auras!"
The Head is very concerned
about this and is now trying to
down •some crayons '. fa a
last-ditch' effort. If that ; £ails.
February 29 is going to ~.a:week
-late. and an lhe- TV ;sets. in the
But I said. "No. Jim's weird. the world will show Dick Cavett at
I am ·a ·Fargon1an. proud.of my Court Jester is strange. and I'm the same time. I hope we _have
metaphysical lineage and con- - spaced'. '1: Whi:ch j~t s!tows that . . enough ~anut611tter until then.
fused about grapefn.iit most of most · people· )n this : _µnjversity ;
::
:~ :
the time. ''What ·is a Fargo- don't even ::kne>.W: 'that : Howarci: Unt1l 19.s t : : •• . :
nian?" you may ask. and so you Cosell
born-again h~hon- . . • • . • - - . • • _.
-did. But Fargonia is beyond com- driac and doesn't laugh much Linda Space Crash toke-toke=.toke
mon English definition and well anyways due to a traumatic inci- SNIFF!
DearMs. Stoppert: .
abovesomeverytallbasketball dent _d~ring a popey,e cartoon -•. -:- . ... ;
•
It gives me great pleasure to .. players. ·but enough of the .Court mariy inoons ago: Poor Howaril! ; : l>.S'. Cast ·weeks article quesenclose a check for $500.. the Jester for now. Gay? Straight? A His grandmother tried all the tioned the intelligence of FargoJohn G. Curtis Prize for a work in Fargonian is a multi-faceted enti- . coconut shells that existed in nians on the basis of our
any medium of the 77th Exhibi- ty- DON'T PUT US INTO YOlffi: . Iowa. at' the Orne .. bµt _they ob- . pe~sori~ls. I would like to
this
tion by Artists of Chicago and NARROW ( what a nice word! l viously didn\ do _any . good. so· ~bout · that: IF our personals
Vicinity. We look forward to con- B O U R G E O U I S I E here again I say that_the only < were printed ( which was less· and
gratulating you in person at the CATEGORIES! Further-more, . things that Fargonians ~d .foot-- , less -frequently as time wen't on l .
. preview opening on September once a lovely.day gets a hold ori . ~It have in ~omn:ion.are pig!,ki~ they were seldom print-ea
we
· 27. ·
·this planet and quince. perturbed . and the fact that they both don't M"ote . then : 'if' the 'Print · would
,
. Yours sincerely. · wouid be a -good way of saying it qegjn_with the letter'·: w·
print· . (excuse the ,. puril · their
.
Esther Sparks except that one never knows . I was just saying to the Head of . personals . 'c6herentiy: ' maybe
Associate Curator of about goats. A prophet once said the World the other day. "Look at they would make more sense.
Prints and Drawings to me. " Looney! You are weird!" all the straight people on t)l.is But ldoubt it.
..j

·,.

·. melt

<:

Stoppert wins Award
Dear Editor :
I have been just been informed
that Ms . Mary Stoppert has been
awarded the John G. Curtis prize
for a drawing she has exhibited
at the 77th Artists of Chicago and
Vicinity Show at the Art Institute
of Chicago.
Ms . Stoppert' s work . was
selected from over 2.000 entries.
I hope you will joinme in congratulating Ms. Stoppert for this
honor .
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say
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p()Ofschc)o( SjRrit
Dear Editor:
What ever happened to school
spirit? The attendance at
Northeasterns sports events is
disgraceful. For the past three
years that I have attenaed UNI
I've found the spirit of the stu0
dents. cheerleaders. porn porn .
girls. and band to be almost nil. I
doubt whether most students
know when Northeastern teams
are playing because publicity is
so bad. Last years homecoming

festivities
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Aspiritedsenior
John Baumann
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Advancement. of. . Management
(S.A.M. l Meeting. Don't let the
name deceive you ; it is the only
business club on campus that encompasses all the areas of business--management. accounting.;
marketing . finance. and
economics.
.
The first S.A.M. meeting was
last week. Although the organii.ation has 100 registered mem:
bers, only a handful of them at-·'
tended. · The · students there "•
talked about the issues already ·· ,i
discussed in this le.t ter. and decided that they as an organii.ation have two main goals. i.e:
"Flying Saucers are Real." an
working with the B and NMGT illustrated lecture. will be prestaff in the area of scheduling sented by Stanton :r. Friedman.
and increasing the status of the . nu c 1ear .Ph Y sic i s.t. at
Department of Business to the · Northeastern Illinois - University
School of Business. But the main Thursday . . October . 26. _Under
emphasis of the meeting was auspices of the university's Comthat nothing can be ac- muter Center Activities Board.
complished without the support the program will be open to the
of a strong S.A.M. chapter; that public free of charge at 1 p.m .. in
means ACTIVE working mem- the auditorium.
·
bers. This is not just fun and
Through Ufology. the ·study:of
games -- S.A.M. means busi- UFOs. Friedman said. "I am
ness! ! !
convinced Mlat the evidence . is
S.A.M. is an opportunity for overwhelming that . the planet
you to help yourself in school and Earth is .being visited by inwhen you finish. Not only will you telligently controlled v~hicles
be trying ( and hopefully succeed- from off the earth." Ufologist
ingl to equip yourself with better Friedman holds B.'S. and :M.S.
acagemic qualifications. but by degrees in · physics from the
actively participating in S.A.M. University of Chicago.
·
you will be showing a sign of
About 45,slides wili'be shown'. A
leadership. So come to our .next question and answer session will
meeting and start taking follow. Information on UFO
responsibility for your future sightings can be given to Friednow. They are held every Thurs- man in writing during the lecture
· S-131 .
. .at Northeastern
da y at 1: 00 p.m. m
.
, or mailed fo him
.
at UFORI. POB 502, Union City.
Thank you. CA 94587. Informatiori~on the lee·
Anne Weitzberg ture can be obtained by phoning
Society for ~e Aliv~cem~t of ~ ~h~1astern at ~ - ~x. . __ . , . . _. _~~gf;f!}ent . ~ns1on 505.
'
,
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Dear Editor :
The Business and Management
Department is a newly instituted
part of the university. Since its
inception it has attracted many
more students to Northeastern.
There are approximately
3.500-4000 business majors, about
one third of the total student
population. But many of the business majors don't realize that
Northeastern only has a Department of Business under the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. and not a distinct
College of Business. 1bat means
they' 11 be graduating with L.A.S.
degree and not a fully accredited
B.A. or B.S. from a College of
Business. It's true that it isn't the
degree that lands the job but the
student. but somehow with . a
:more qualified college degree
has a better chance of getting his
foot in the door.
The Band MNGT staff is trying
to provide a well-rounded curriculum for the students but this
fall there has been a problem
with scheduling. Classes filled up
and many persons interested in
taking B and MNGT courses
were not able to do so. It is apparent that the Business Department wants to meet the needs of
the students. but it also must
function within the limitations of
the university administration.
So the business major has two
possible obstacles facing him:
( 1l not being able to take courses
when he needs to; <2) graduating
with an L.A.S. degree.
If you are a b~iness major reading this article and care
enough about your future to want
to do so~ething° ~bout it .. _you'W
. wtne to the next S9ci~ty for ~ .

•

.·:· ::.·.Tues OCt . 24th 9 a. m.
. -3 p,•·i· m.·~b~J_. ~
f .·· · ··.. .: .: -~-.
. ·. .·· •< ,;_n1n~. i
i

seasonwasajoke!Therewereno ~ -:
'pep rallies. no homecoming ' . . .. ~ . .
court. and no student activities . • : .
This year I propose we ban~ ., ~ 1 , . _ . · .
~~:tit[ s:::ea~~:::!~s.~t!:e~ii:
-homeco_m mg queen. sponsor a

..
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P~. the officially reeopu,ed student newspaper NrVlni N<,ttbeuterll' Illinois Univenity, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Friday during the regular ~emic year.
Material publiabed herein ia not to be confused with v~ews expressed
by the univenityadminiatratioa.
·· . . . ~ ..
The edi~, have sole authorit1- governing .U material .submit~
and ~"e..tbe right to edit copy. Editing implies tllai editors need
not accep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic. standards will
be maintained.
. . .
. .:. .
/

60625, ia published each

a.,~: ' , .

Deadline for submitting ma~rial ia Tu~y, 12:00 ~oon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late:copy matenal
that does not coliform to _the · standards set forth under · Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly- by tlie editon;-Tbe
editors will publish', at -t heir discretion, any letters ·to the editor., ·an-·
nouncements, articles; photos, advertising:or othe.r·submitted ,material. . - . . .
. .. , .
·. Readers are enCOl.!Bged to submit le~teJs .to the editor. Unsign~
h!tters will not be publiiltecf. bpt 'names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged: · - - - ,
rhe office of the Print is • n daily a~ is located in room E--049,
north of the cafeteria. Our ·telephone .number is $83-4050, extensions
508 and 509, and .510. After-9:00 p.m. or after the switchboardjs
~oeed. calhlirect 583-4065: · · • · , /
:

or

Editor-J~-Ctue'f . . ._~- : . . ·. : . : ·._. .. . . . . . ..... Tom Grossmaye~

~

Rttpiu1

As~iate F..di~r . . . . :.-.=.~.\ ..... . ... ... .William
Co-Sports F;ditors .... .: .... '. ~ John Stepal. Dick Quagli~
Photo Editor .. .. .. ... . . . . . ,;_..... .George L. Raiman. Jr,
~ine~s .M •ger . . ....... ~ ... . . . .. . . ... . Diana Saunde~
Graphic Editor ·. -. , .. . ... .. . : .·:... .... ·.. .... .... Mark Schultz
Faculty Advisor. . ~ .. .-. : : .._... :.. .',. ..· :
Tom Hoberj
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Staff : H~ctor Carabez. , Kathy Collins. Mike Cozzi.
Geller. Robert Kosinski. Steve Romanoski. Cassandrl
Smith. A.B. Richards. Ellen Tursky. Walter Weiss.Cheryl
Zub . Dave. Bahke. Dan Pearson. Shldy
- Ziegler. Sue Nicol:
Dave Raulli .
.·
,;
.Pbotographers : Sam G~berstien:. Dick Quagliano. Geo~g~
L.: Raiman. Jr. : Steve Saunders. , Rochelle Gordon. Claire:
riastello:
·
Graphics : George~. ~iman. Jr .. Mark Schulz.
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OLD AGE
A Thing of the Past
.. TQday a very special man
celebrated his birthday. That
man is my grandfather. eighty
years old and still going strong.
Perhaps . this is not a very
significant,' .accomplishment in
~ era when it is not uncommon
to he~r of. people celebrating

ninety or even one hundred
years of life. What is significant
is considering whether or not I
or any of my peers will reach
this age. The chances may be
.growing slimmer and slimmer
everv day.
The average age expectancy in

this country today is approximately seventy years. This is
quite magnificent, in light of the
fact that when my grandfather
was a boy. in the early part of the
► twentieth century, a man was
considered old if he exceeded the
age of forty-five. However, today
with modern medicine; the development of many life-saving
techniques, vaccinations. immunizations, life has been prolonged.
So. my grandfather is a reflection of the contributions and dedica ti o ns of doctors and
scientists all over the world.
Perhaps. However, he does not
attribute his long years to this
fact entirely. Upon reflection of
his age and relatively good
health, he mentioned how f~
used to taste before preservatives. It must have been
horrible if the ice man did nof
come in time , but my

October 20, 1978, PRINT, Page 3
grandfather remembers sum- days, without the many convemers- without Ozone. He can re- niences and luxuries. we now
call how one would pick out the take for granted. but my
live chicken one wanted for din- grandfather remembers really ·
ner, prior to chickens being being thrilled to see a movie, and
grown in factories, feeding on for a nickel. no less. Have we rechemicals.
ally advanced? Will any of us live
Exercise wasn't a fad in the to be eighty years old? Being
good old days. it was a ·fact of brought up on refined sugars and
life. Walking ten miles to a job or protessed food. surely hasn' t
school. was as popular as jogging given us much of a good start.
is today. My grandfather remem- We're the Pepsi generation. and
bers leaving doors unlocked and while we may not die from polio
walking down streets after dark or childbirth. we'll perhaps not
without paranoia. Conversation live as long because of pollution
substituted for television, and and DDT and violent crimes. My
people knew all their neighbors grandfather's generation may be
by their first names-THEN. Did the last of a kind. We may be
you know that doctors used to be lucky to reach forty-five .! Quite
genuinely concerned with their a number of us are paranoid and
patients, before they became cynical and with great justificabusinessmen? And an apple that tion. When are we going to start
was not sprayed with pesticides doing something about all of this
was not a rare item picked up at insanity? Are we going to give
a health store. Certainly, there the next generation a chance-a
were hardships to endure in those good chance?

-·•Tuition Wai.vers Awarded
A nun:_i~r of half-time tuition
waivers to -be awarded on the
basis of s~~lastic aptitude and
merit. are being made available
each term. ·for graduate degree
students· at Northeastern. according to Dr. Vincent F. Malek.
Dean of the Graduate College.
All Graduate students may apply, those presently enrolled in
master's degree programs, as
well as those who are inalting or
planning application. Foreign
students are also eligible. provided that they are permanent
residents here. ·
The awards are for half-time
tuition in keeping with t~ parttime extended-day organizational structure of, the Graduate
College. The number ot waivers
originally allocated for the
Winter 1979 trimester was 30, but
these are being augmented -on
a one-time basis- by an addiiional 30. The. number of waivers
. '. for=ruture terrris ,Mil depend upon

the amoun( of : money made
available for this purpose. Each
award is for $135 and covers tuition for up to 6 credit hours; fees
and tuition beyond 6 credit hours
are not covered.
Awards may be renewable for
an additional one-two teffllS, if
application is made and if supportive review is achieved. The
initial application must be supported with a letter of recommendation from an appropriate
source, plus a current UNI
transcript and indication of work
in progress, if any. Applications
for renewal would require only
the most recent UNI
TRANSCRIPT AND
STATEMENT ' OF WORK IN
PROGRESS.
Application blanks are being
mailed to students currently
enrolled in master's programs
and additional ones are available
from the various graduate advisors and at the Graduate Of-

fice, 4-009 c i~ii>om Building.
Each Depa-rtment presently offering a master's program at
Northeastern has been alloted a
number of waivers. Students
must submit their applications to
the appropriate Graduat~ Advisor by November 13. Departments or Programs will make
their decisions by November 20.~~~ .,_
The Graduate Executive Council
and the Graduate Office will confirm the eligibility of those
named. and the students will receive formal notice of the
waivers from the Graduate Office.
These awards are for
scholastic aptitude and merit and
are not to be confused with
awards for financial need. Tuition waivers for graduate students on the basis of financial
need will be available. as in the
past; through the Financial Aid
Office.

:l:l9spital Play Education
A

,O'llJOuf;J

•

>

plete recuperation. Loneliness is
If early ·registration for the a killer.
winter term has you in a quanThe course is new. If you didn't
dry. thinlrabout this brand new, get it at Northeastern. you'd
·exciting field you can enter by have to go to Wheelock in Boston,
·way of a minor at Northeastern. Mills in California. or Utica
It's call.e q Hospital Play Educa- College of Syracuse University in
· tion: . Practicioners · aid the New York. Yes, Northeastern is
. medical st~ffs . of hospi~s _by one of only four colleges in the
keeping ctiil!iren patients happy, United States offering training in
busy, · interested. and making , this new field. .
· them • feel- · loved. All this is
Required courses for.the miriol'
necessary--vital-to quick. com- are in modern concepts of play in

the learning process, dealing
with children and their families
under stress, a hospital practicum and a. hospital internship.
You'd · do your · internship at
Wyler's Children's Hospital
which is cooperating with
Northeastern .
Dr. Claire Jacobs, the designer
of this cou~. is the instructor
and mentor.
Look into it! It's great to be a
leader rather than a tag-along.

ould
you
hire,

~ .¥011 ■

Of course you would.
You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans .
But, if all of us did just a
little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better
services and even more
pride in the work we do.

America. It only works

as well as we do.
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The Men's Gymnastic Club will meet on Wednesday afternoon. October 18th in the gym at 3 pm.

.__,....,J.....,,..~_.._.,__...._,,,...._.,..

With the extension of the ERA. Feminist Club. Women's Services and
Women's Studies presents the Chicago N.O.W. film " War Between the
Women ." Thurs. Nov. 2 from 1-2pm in CC 217. Everyone is welcome .

The UNI Kellogg Fellows Association cordially invites you to an informal reception for Dr. Sylvester Bode Adeyemi. of the Planning Office . Ibadan University. Nigeria. Dr. Adeyemi has been spending thae
past few months as an AACTE Administrative Intern in the Provost's
Office. Northeastern being the last of three U.S. stop.5 before returning home.

- SERBIAN RESTURANT
3321 West Bryn M awr

. The Newman Community is having a RUMMAGE SALE today and
tomorrow from 9 am-6 pm. The Newman Center is located at 5450 N.
Kimball. Half the proceeds will be donated to the Little Brothers of
the Poor. Hope to see you there!

TIME : Tuesday. October 24. 1978. 1: 00-2 :00 pm.
PLACE : CC-216

Chicago. Illinois 60659

l I I CH
AT NOON

111, ,r 111
Ill.ill h lal

Catholic Campus Ministry and the Newman Community are sponsoring a renewal weekend November 10-12 at Lake Geneva. It will last
from 5 pm on Friday till Sunday at l pm. The cost is twenty-five
dollars per person and a ten dollar deposit is due by November 2. For
more info call 583-6109 and talk with Mike Brown or June Rizzolo.
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On behalf of the Kellogg Fellows Association. I heartily hope that

m-,,,

many of you will come by to meet our guest and to profit by his presentation . Coffee, tea. punch. and cookies will be served.
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HA VE YOU LOST ANYTIDNG LATELY? The Commuter Center has
a Lost and Found Department. If your name is on the lost article we
can notify you, but if you lost your glasses. keys. etc .. we have no
way of notifying you. We do have a time limit on how long we can
hold lost a rticles. so why not stop in to the Centra l Office on the
second floor of the Commuter Center and check with us if you lose
something? Or You can CALL US AT EXT. 331. If your article has
not been turned in. you can leave a message with us and if it shows
up, we will notify you either by mail or telephone.

267-0295 / 338-7393

15% Discount with Student ID
(Dinner Only; Atter s p.m.)
Mo n. & Tues . Live Piano Music

.,,. . ... . ._...,,.,,,......,,......_......,_.....,,.,,,,...._.,

ATTENTION: If there ate any fans of the APBA computerized
baseball game who attend UNI & are interested in either forming an
on-cam pus league. or joining an existing mail league. then please
call: Tedd Mallasch at 463-7853 or G-0-D-R-U-L-E.

S T UDEN TS

AR E

WELCOME
AT
THE HOB-NOB

A new course is being offered this year. called TECHNICAL REPORT
WRITING. This course is designed for all students majoring in a
technical field who wish to improve their written communication
skills within the framework of their technica l programs . The course
consists of practica l reports. forma l and informal reports. proposals.
abstracts. and others. Students will learn to use decimal notation. construct graphs, and interpret tables and statistics. Skills in outlining.
using documentation. and adapting subject matter to technical
formats will be emphasized. Students will be taught to recognize and
avoid gobbledygook, while developing a clear. precise. and mature
technical writing styie.
This course would be beneficial to those students who are concerned
about their abilities to communicate prof~ionally• within their
chosen fields. -It will be listed rn the 1979 Winter Term Schedule as
375F Eng. Lng Wks : Technical Writing 11 :00 TR F .

PITCHER OF OLD-STYLE
$1.50

Join the Feminist Club and Women's Services for WINE and
CHEESE!! ! Oct. 26th. from 3-5 pm in CC217. Entertainment by Alison
Clark. Child Care provided. All Women and their Friends invited.

5544 N. Kedzie
463-9622

1•'1

Weekdays 1-4:30 p.m.

byDaveRaulli

Wars scene, dressed in red
hooded gowns with glowing red
eyes. Working ironically enough
to the Beatles tune, A Day In The
Life, the roadeyes erected a giant
microphone in the same
dramatic way the marines
erected the American flag at Iwo
Jima. It was fun and the audience accepted it. The leader of
the roadeyes then signalled that
one of the chests should be lifted

·

University Survival Skills, a series of four brown bag. Seminars will be
held each Tuesday in November. beginning November 7. 12 Noon.
Room 0-040. Classroom Building. Topics will include:
·'Getting to know the University"
"Family Communications"
" Friends-Old and new"
" What about m y Part-time Job?"
If interested. please contact John Hoeppel. UNI Counseling Staff.
Ext. 361. or Fred Hill. UNI Campus Ministry Staff. Ext . 775.
OPENING TONIGHT!! Art works by uni Art Alumni will be on exhibit
at the North River Community Gallery. our university gallery. 3307
W. Bryn Mawr. from 5-8 pm. October 20. Everyone is welcome. The
multi-media exhibit will continue through November 15. Regular
Gallery hours are 1-5 pm. Don't miss it!
See the POLISH STUDENT ALLIANCE exhibit at Northeastem's International Day Fair in Alumni Hall. Thursday. October 19th. from 9
aR1to3pm!

Pl
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Neil Young
Enchants Chicago
The lights went down at 8:30
p.m. Saturday night. October 14.
and Chicago was ready for Neil
Young ' s first concert
performance in more than two
years. What Chicago wasn't ready for was the way the show
began. Out from behind the four
giant treasure chests onstage
came the roadeyes, little
creatures directly out of a Star

NEED HELP WITH YOUR RESUME? Register for the next Alumni
Job Network program. Wednesday. November 15th at 7:30 pm in
CC217. We will again have two representatives from industry discussing the writing· of effective resumes and cover letters. We are introducing a new touch this time. Students and alumni who tegister for
attendance are invited to submit their resumes and or c;over letters to
the Career Services office. B-117. no later than Monday.' No vember
13th. The office will delete identifying information from the.materials
and our two experts will critique as many resumes that 'evening as
time per m its. The person submitting the resume. etc. wilf recogniza
his or he r own but will not be identified ( unless. of course~ he' or she
wants to do so at the meeting and ask furthe r questions ·about the re. sume.) Because of the standing-roomonly attendance at tliese resume
writing sessions, attend~ce will be by regi~tration only and on a first
come-first serve basis. Phone or stop in to register in 8-117.

1be Boyzz, a rock bank billing themselves as "The Boyzz from 11-.
linoizz," will appear with the comedy tean;i. Edmonds and Curley. 7
pm , October 24. at the Northeastern Illinois University auditorium.
5500 N. St. Louis Ave. General admission. $4. Tickets are now on sale
at the Northeastern box office on the • campus . The concert is ·
oponsored by the Northeastern Commuter Center Activity Board
(CCAB) .

Do you want to save 15 to 20 percent on food? This is your chance to
join the Rogers Park Food for People Cooperative. Store will open in
November. Get all the information you need at the meeting on
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25 at 8:00 pm at the ROOERS PARK
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 7059 N. Greenview. If you cannot attend
the meeting, call Bill Myers ( 338-5479) or Gary Slutsky ( 328-3131 l with
your questions.

" The Challenges of Higher Education in Nigeria--A Personal
View."

--
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This F riday AAND Saturday there will be a Rummage sale at the
Newman Center 5450 N. Kimball from 9 am till 6 pm on both days. The
Sale will benefit both the Newman Community and the Little Brothers
of the Poor.

Dr. Adeyemi. who has his Ph.D. in Economics from the University
of London. has agreed to give an informal talk from 1:00-1 :30 on :

and strangely ell()ugh, there lay
Neil . Young underneath. his
guitar on his stomach. and a
simple smile on his face.
Neil simply rose to his knees
and performed with much grace,
and only his acoustic guitar and
harmonica, his classic
ballad.Sugar Mountain. He then
proceeded to march around onstage, playing many of his old
and famous acoumic songs, some
with earsplitting harmonica

The Security Department has. inj~ c~toqy. anJtem of value and is__
seeking the owner.-tiiis item was found in the Commuter Center last
week.
The owner may recover this item upon making a claim at the
Security Office between 8:30 am and 4 :30 pm-Monday through Friday.
The claim(s) will bee made only to Francis W. Flood. Director of
Security Services. The owner must be able to furnish an accurate
description of the item and its contents.
El Departamento de Seguridad ha encontrado un articulo de valor y lo
tiene bajo su custodia. Se esta tratando de encontrar al propietario.
El articulo se enconfro la semana pasada en el Commuter Center.
El propietario puede recobrar en la Oficina de Seguridad y
reclamarlo, entre las horas de 8:30ama 4:30pm de Junes a viernes. ·
La reclamacion tendra que ser hecha directamenta al Director de la
Seguridad Universitaria. Sr. Francis W. Flood. El propeitario debe
estar preparado para proveer una descripcion a de cuada del objeto y
su contenido.

solos, and all done to the utter
amazement of the enchanted
crowd of Neil Young fans
gathered at the stadium that
evening.
Young played his piano during
one song and one song only. that
being, After The Gold Rush, and
received a standing ovation for a
full five minutes. It is almost feeble to mention that the crowd
gave Young an ovation after
every song he performed, but
"Gold Rush" . stole the show with
it's thunderous acceptance by the
crowd.
Neil then brought out his band,
Crazy Horse. Together they
performed many of . Neil's elec-

tric jams. including Cinnimon
Girl and Hurricane. The set
was performed superlatively.
and Neil Young demonstrated to
Chicago why his unique style of
rock and roll and ballads is
possibly the best that this. or any
world, has to offer. The crowd
brought him back for two encores. and would have asked for
more if the stadium officials
wouldn't have ended the show
with their rude intrusion of the
house lights. As I strolled out of
the stadium doors. I could actually imagine Neil Young, a prophet in his own time. flying his
silver _spaceship to a new home .. .in the sun.

,.........................
•..........•.•,.........
.
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, of this underground cult is re.. . .
.
. ·~:·mini scent ~-of : .the: :·•kiek~ass~, .
philosophy of life. It's not exactly
the type of crowd that you'd let : Chicago's used and demo stereo specialists :
:yoµr,. Hrandmother hang around
;
Guaranteed used, demo and close-out stereo ;
: with; unless of course your
;
merchandise at 40% to 70% off regular prices.
;
Grandmother was· into' leather.
;
This week specials:
;
I :'ep_a,rate th~-jock-c;rowd here
from all the other because to me
$175 .00
•
•• Crown- IC f50
■
they' re an original creati~n. a
••
Sansui 7
$179.00 •
■
flamboyant following of shock-a•
SI C 980
$89 .9 5
•
bye-babies. Each of the dozens of
I
I
A R XS
:•
•
$65
.00
these well-defined supermen are
•
Advents
$58.00
processed and prewashed. their
■
••
•
Dyn
aco
$85.00
•
muscles toned. minds designed.
:
Dual
1209
$59.00
:
and emotions _molded to fit the
:
BSR 260
$25.00
:
cast of what a sexy man 'should
:
KLH
300
NEW
$85
.00
/
pair
:
be.'_' From outside of their world
:
Sh
ure
M708
cartridge
N
EW
·
$1
4.95
:
There is an art to loitering.
credits and courses. of drop or they appear to be a mishedFew · people are aware of the add for:ms and late fee days.
mashed monstrocity of macho. a
Complete systems from $75.00 to $750.00; 60
:
above .fact, mainly because they At first this may sound as en- heaving mass of chug-a-luggers :
:
day tr ade ba c k privi leg e s; Trad e-in s
:
ji:st don't 'st?1)d ~till long enough thralling as a weekend in who know a buck. and a fox.
to discover what they're missing. Cleveland. bu1 in truth it can be a when they see one. Most often :
welco me. ·
:
Lik~ the vast JTlajority of the rather nice affair depending on' the y are s 1eek. brash . :
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002
:
mindless masses. the average your sex and preference. not 'Travoltaish' in every way; a
:
.
California 338-7737
,
:
plastic student lacks the time to necessarily in that order.
representative example of what
hole) . ,up pillars. and instead
To make things a bit clearer the well constructed PHYS ED·
busie~ h_imself jnthe library. the for your foggy mind. let me make major will be like in the '79
science building', or
other . examp 1e.
season .
supposed scholastic hovel. He
For the past week or so a
has . no need to " hang aroung" number of my "little people'
Now I'm not putting anyone
with cronies. or " rap" with those have scurried about this campus down. nor do I wish anyone _else
who a re '· into··· thi ngs like in search of these illustrious too. I' m not the type wt:io-ehjoys ,
macrame. J<;ST. or tune-ups. No. groupings of Codawful goblins. exercising double indemnity op-our · st udiou~ .student stays They found. as. was expected. in- tions on my life insurance. What I
stodg)Ly ~teaqfast in his own ordinant numbers· packed away am saying though is that cliques
straigh~ studies .. Blessed be his in crevices. cabinets. and other do exist and that they are an intenumb11,e ss,. Lord. he knows not covered counterparts. always gral part of campus life. In fact.
what 'he's.ii_ssing.
hob-nobbing like so many if you' re not in some sort of cliThe,re, are · .countless cliques roaches in a box of Rice Krispies. que. be it goof-offs. gradeabounding here 'at Northeastern ; ,Socializing, it is sometimes getters, googly-eyed gain grabby Robert Gerber
stood there on that broken
cliques that have 'existed longer called; the glorified science of bers. you' re more than just
Last night I felt a.bit aloof so I Chicago street taking it all in, I
than these sacred campus walls talk.
_
alone. you' re deceased and de- decided to take my bicycle out felt like I was being introduced to
themselves. And each of these
Probably the most prolific en- funct . The Moral here, you see. is
or · a spin around town. brand new feelings .
cliques have their meeting place. vironment of cliqueishness can that if you can't make friends. Sometime later I found myself in
The boy was unconscious and
a crowded cranny or rambling be found sprawled about the rent them. and if you can' t rent -Uptown near Sheridan and seemed like a wet rag as the
range that they call their own. megaforms just outside the gym. them. buy them. Remember: · Argyle. Sirens were screaming police lifted him into the paddy
Other people may call them other Of all the stereotypical hype and " Money isn't everything. it's just and blue lights were dazzling the wagon. The police, gobs of them·
things, and sometimes these prepackaged sex appeal that ex- everything else."
streets as dozens of police cars were yelling pointing, ordering
things cannot be journalistically ists about this nation. that single
swarmed to an area about two and swearing. They really scared
repeated for fear of " death in carpeted megaform supports (Authors note : Due to the vast blocks from where I stood. I rode me.
editing," but the point. you see. is more in the way of a macho numbers of death threats which J over to find mobs of people runI caught bits and pieces of what
that every clique has a hole to menagerie than all the athletic have recently received. J would ning, yelling, and crying. The took place. It seems that three
call its' O\y n, even if it is a literal supporters found at anti-ERA like to announce the formation of cause of the comotion wasn' t re- youths walked out of an empty lot
hole ; i. e. six feet down with an rall ies. There are jocks . my fan club. Tojoin, justdropoff adily apparent but I soon re- and yelled something and then
astroturf top. It is at this place jokesters. and juvenile delin- your written opinion of this col- alized. Two small children lay in started to empty a 22 caliber
that they meet and scheme and quent ; bimbos. hobos. and umn at the PRINT office and I the street bleeding ; they had hand gun in the direction of the
grovel' about with drooling Just bonzos .. The 'B.S.' is thick. the will personally see that your both been shot.
two kids. The kids were throwing
that oo~es with the mention of shoulders are broad. and the tone name is placed on our blacklist. )
a frisbee at the time. The three
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111w
When I finally realized what youths then tllnled and ran disap-was happening. I helplessly pearing into the night.
floated into a dream-like state. I
" It's a war" . I was told by an
mean come on. could this really apartment building owner. " a
! ,
be happening? I' ve spent most of · war between three gangs to gain
DEPARTMENT OF THE NA VY
my life in the Burbs. I try to stay possession of the block. I asked
aware . I really do. I read the what the victorious gang gets
Openings for technical and
paper almost every day. I guess when they win the block. 1 got
general management trainees
the papers just don' t describe some funny looks. I guess it was a
·~ ._, . ,
this kind of violence with enough stupid question.
5
De rt
t f th N
M
5 eloquence or the TV shows just
The police were kneeling using
§
pa,:--men
e avy, ilitary D\vi,s,~9ns, will be conductingd QtetyieW•''"· ,
§ ~- don't present shootings with flas hlights as they sifted through
(Continued on page S J
5 . ~n cam_pus this s~mester. Check place,ment office for time an~'c:tite,.:ti!O.si;'-.~~~ 5 f enough realism because while 1
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II you have already completed or are preNFttly finishing your
study program at night In the of Economlca, Finance or
Computer Science am posNSS the ability to grow with a
vital organization, t he Chicago ~Boan! ~ Ions Exchenge
would like an opportunity to speak with you regarding a
possible future In the options Industry. At preNFtt positions
i n available on the trading floor that will allow you to experience option's trading first hand • Computer Terminal
Operators keying stock options' sales Information. The hours
are such that night students will be able to finish t heir study
programs without lnterfwance. An excellent stating salary,
company paid medical and dental Insurance plus tuition reimbursement make up an attractive c:ompenutlon package.
The most Important aspect of this opportunity Is t hat your
academic record plus successful Job parfonnanc:e at the
CBOE will make you exceli.nt candidates for our Internal
Promotion Program. Your CBOE e xperience will plKe you
ahead of your counterparts with academic background only,
in competing for positions In your flelcl of study. Previous
wor1c experience Is .-sary. Send .--.ne to:

-

.QuaJifjciltlons., ~iJtj[.l)yn_, _of B}\~S. degree. or ,.c~ll~ge seniors. Federal . ~e_gulatio,ns limit age to 26 (adjustable for veterans). Relocation required.
5 :,,,: · _Alic~~ ~~-_ i_n~st . p_ass rigorous physical/mental exams and qualify for a ·
i ..... ,s~c':'°r!ty cleara.n~e. . • · · · · · · · ·" -·
.
.
§ .. · . , ►B~}'iEFl)"S. Fyl( f!1edipal/dentali1ife insurance. 30 days paid va'cation an§ -. , -'!u~lly. Fu.II prprpotion opportunities.
~ .·· ·: J~R.PCEDURE. S.end resume to:
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Optrons
Exchange

(at LaSalle)

Chicago, IL 60604
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.the dirt and broken glass looking get things done in Chicago.
for the shell casings. They found
I talked for a long time with a
four ; six had been fired. Once small group of residents of the
local man said. "those f-king area. I marveled at their
kids are just punks" . A perseverance; they scoffed at
policeman looked up and said. " my ignorance. This was the third
these punks will ~ill you" .
shooting incidence in two weeks.
In this part of town. one in five the fifth such shooting in a
lots are empty. The people speak month. It's going to get worse
with varied accents. Almost they told me. I couldn't see how.
everyone looks ·poor. I sat on my · The girl had been shot in the
ten speed taking it all in. I was foot. She looked about 12 and had
wearing a blue jogging outfit.
long stringy blond hair and
Some of the gang members fragile juvenile arms. She wasn' t
were pointed out to me . They had crying and her eyes were open. It
names like Mr. Bob or Tiger. was an expression I won't soon
What impressed me the mo.5t was forget. The police put her into the
that they we re all about ten to fi f- paddy wagon with the boy and
teen years old. They were talking slammed the door . The girl's
among themselves about how mother ran terrified to the wagon
they were going to retaliate and and pleaded to be a llowed to go
how they had gotten two of with. The driver told he'r that a
·' Them " just last night. The two squad car would have to take he_r
kids that were shot had nothing and drove off.
to do with gang activities.
One by one the squad ca rs left.
The apartment owner I had The crowd slowly dispersed.
been talking to asked one of the Eventually the group of people I
policemen who he'd have to talk had been ta lking to and myself
.to to get a policeman to walk a were the only ones left. When
beat on the street. The policeman they decided to go in for a beer I
pointed to the brass on his realized that I was going to be
shoulders that wasn't there and alone on the street. Feeling very
walked a way. You need clout to vulnerable . I rode swiftly home. ·
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8:00 AM TIL 7:00 PM
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Evening Services
Request Program

I

Students and part-time faculty
who are on campus only ·during

evening hours often have found it
difficult to make contact with uniyersity offices and services that
are closed after 4:30 or 5:00 p.m.

KARBIN AUTO REPAIR INC.
Two Buildings - Fast Service
All work Guaranteed
CALL FOR ESTIMATE-BEFORE YOU GO ELSEWHERE
Prices include parts and labor

Such persons now have a place to
go to make their needs and requests known.
Provost John Cownie has
authorized the establishment of
an . Evening Servcice Request
program. Because the Graduate
College has regular evening
hours with an administrator on
duty, the program will operate
through the Graduate College.
Between the hours of 5:00 - 8:00
-on Mondays through Thursday
and 5 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Friday evening, students of all
levels and evening part-time
faculty who need to make contaet
with a uni( or office of the university should take their .request
to the Graduate Office. A service

request form will be completed
and for warded the next day to the
appropriate university person or
office for response directly to the
requestor.
Service request forms can also
be filled out at the service desks
in the Library during their regular evening hours. These forms
will be sent to the coordinator
who will then direct them to the
appropriate office for response. •
Th is s erv ice has been
established to make it easier for
the evening student to receive
services from offices of the university that are open only during
the daytime hours. Ellsworth
Shephard, Coordinator " or-' Ad~ - ii
missions in the Graduate
College, has been appointed by
Provost Cowne as the contact
person who will coordinate ·the
evening Service Request Referral program in addition to hi_s regular duties. ·
·

25% OFF ON LABOR WITH THIS AD

.

"Free With·\
---~UNI I.D.''

Tune-up

.

plugs, points; condenser, cap, rotor
8 cyl. - $42 .50
6 cyl. - $40.50
4 cyl. - $37.50

new lining, cut drums, and rotors

Disc: $65.00
Disc Front
Disc Back
Drum: $55.00
Four Wheel

We service Foreign and Domestic cars

PHONE: 973-2174-75-76

-

.

.

..

..._- ...

,_,

..

-

Supposing that every cor ~rt.
movie, dance etc. that you att~nd
..
Next time your school bill here, cost you four dollars
comes around, take a clo.5e look elsewhere and supposirig that ,the
at the amount immediately to the activity fee that you paid: w~ .t en
right of the line that reads "Ac- dollars. after seeing three events
tivity Fee": Multiply that amount you would have seen twelve
by the number of students in ' dollars worth of entertainment
attendance at Northeastern and vs. ten dollars paid. The more
"Voila" . you have free entertain- you see after that the better off
ment. Free Entertainment? How you are .
CCAB tries it's hardest to bring
can that be? Well, that is precisely the point. Too few students re- you the best entertainment fQr
alize the fact that aU-0f the enter- your money. but obviously we
lainment purchased by the can't please everybody. so if you
various Cab committees is ac- have any suggestions on how we
tually purchased with their can improve our program selecmoney. That's right, you the stu- tion, call us at 583-4050, Ext. 505.
dent have ,already paid for the 506, and let us know or better yet
events billed as "Free with UNI come on up and join our team.
I.D.", so why not see what you Our offices are located above the
Book Nook. ( Room E-20.'>l .
bought?

by Art Tianis

Brake Job:

MITCHELL A. KARBIN
6146-48 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60660

-
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COMMERCIAL·
FREE MUSIC
SPECIALS
UPCOMINCi
CONCERTSIN
CHICACiOLAND
AREA

Oct.17
Keith Jarrett
Oct. 17/18
Bob Dylan
Oct. 18
Chick Corea
& Gary Burton
Oct.19
Peter Gabriel
Oct.19/20
Tom Waits &
Leon Redbone
Oct.23
Jethro Tull
Nov. 9
Stephen Stills
& Livingston
Taylor
·
NOV. 10
Moody Blues
Nov.12/13
Van Morrison
NOV.14-16
Weather
Report ~
NOV. 21
Heart
Nov. 22/ 23
Hall and Oates

Auditorium

8pm

Stadium

8pm

Arie Crown

8pm

Uptown

8pm

Park wrs.

Stadium

· 7 30 pm
&11:00pm
8pm

- 10/ 15
10/18
10/22

11 pm
Mid.
11 pm

10/25
10/29

Mid
11 pm

11 / 1
1·115
11 / 8
11/12
11 /15
11/19
11/22

Mid.
11 pm
Mid
11 pm
Mid
11pm
Mid.

11/26
1_1/29

11 pm
Mid

Linda Ronstadt
Bob Dylan
Alan Parsons
Project
Doob1e Brothers
Atlanta Rhvthm
Sect ion
Led Zeppelin
Jethro Tull
Joe Walsh
Rolling Stones
Chicago
Grateful Dead
Crosby, Stills.
Nash & Young
Rod Stewart
10

8:30 pm

.':

Stadium

8 pm

Park WFS.

Varies

Park wrs.

8 pm

These are the top selling 1978 rock al bums
t 0 date, as compiled by WDAl's weekly survey at Chicago record stores.
1 BIiiy Joei
The Stranger
2 steely Dan

AJa

~m~hitheatre 8 pm
Park wrs.

Varies

WDAl 's morning personality Steve Dahl
pulls the sheets out from under vou each
weekday morning from 6 to 10.

Tl'avls T. Hipp - Burned-out acid casualty

ROCK
BIRTHDAYSChuck Berry

10/2 5 · Jon Anderson
Keith Emerson

11 /6

Glen Frey

11 / 7

Joni Mitchell

11 /1 d Greg•Lake
11 711 Neil Young
11 / 20

.

cc

AND COMPANY

11 / 2

cc

OF-1978
Auditorium

Duane Allman

of the late 60's. Producer of the .. Rude
•Awakening :·
Rex Reatlonal - Hollyweird reporter
Knows all the stars personally_
Dick Buttklck - Steve·s bodyguard Used
to date all of the Honey Bears simultaneously, until Steve took him to the vet and
got him "fixed:'
Irma c. Residue - Staff actvice columnist
and mother-figure.
or. Irving c. Rancid , corned-Beef Breath - Provides medical care to Steve
Dc1hl & Co.
Lazio Boheme - Staff nutritionist and natural-foods expert . Into astrology, yoga ,
biorhythms, rs., macrobiotics, etc.

~·t2s··-

OCTOBER.
15 Grateful Dead
'~
,.
16 10
............
17 Jackson Browne
✓,
••:·
18 Steely Dan
19 Joe Walsh
20 Pink Floyd
21 Boston
22 Rolling St ones
2 3 Electric Light Orchrs.ra
24 Rod Stewart
25 Jefferson Starship ~
26 Dan Fogelberg
27 Foreigner
28 Steve Miller Eiand
29 Eagles
30 Eric Clapton
31 Queen

Twice each week WDAI takes an hour to
feature the classic album cuts from the
greatest rock performers And it's-all commercial-free, so you can really get into the
music.

STEVE DAHL

10/18

WDAI FEATURED ALBUM ROCK
ARTISTS
COUNTDOWN

3 Joumey
Infinity
4 Jackson Browne
Running on Empty
5Kansas
Point of Know Return
6 Eric Clapton
Slowhand
7 Fleetwood Mac
Rumours
8 cerrv Rafferty
City to City
9 0Ueen
.
News of the World

10 80bSeger
Stranger in Town

NOVEMBER .
1 Joni Mitchell
2 Bruce Springsteen
3 Styx
4 Foghat
5 Yes
6 Chicago
7 Marshall Tucker Band
8 ,Jethro Tul l
.
9 Crosby, Sti lls. Nash & Young
10 Aerosmith
11 Bob Seger
12 Heart
13 James Taylor
14 Doobie Brothers
15 Boz Scaggs
16 Emerson, Lake and Palmer
17 Kansas
18 Elton John
19 Santana
20 Wings
21 Robin Trower
22 Carly Simon
23 Dave Mason
24 REO Speedwagon
25 Lynyrd Skynyrd
26 Linda Ronstadt
27 Fleetwood Mac
Traffic
Bob Dylan
Loggins & Messina

NICiHT

V
_-

Every Sunday night from 7 until 11 pm
WDAI will play your favorite album rock
music - the songs you requf!St. For helping
us with requests - we'd like t o help you expand your record collection . Here's all you
do: Simply fill in your five favorite albums
on the form below and mail it to us. Each
Sunday night from October 22 through
November 19, 1978. WDAI will randomly
draw 20 request forms and feature the bf!5t.
songs from some of the albums you requf!St.ed
If your form is drawn, we'll send you
the five albums you requf!St.ed And if the
album you want is no longer available. we'll
send a substitute.
Now you can add the albums you
really want to hear-to your personal collection. We hope you enjoy WDAl's Album
Rock Request Night each Sunday night
from .7 t ill 11 pm - and thanks for your
help_.
.

r-------------,
COUPON

I
I

I

Fill in vour f,ve

favorite albums

I - - - -.....- - - - -

. 927-5580
... 271-7788

Arie Crown

791 -6000

Auditorium

. 922-2110

B'Ginnings

MAIL TO: WDAI Album Requests
560 N. Mlctllgan Ave.

882-8484

Chicago, llllnols 60601

Park wrs. . -.

346•WD I

KREQUEST

THECHICACiO
ROCKARENAS
Amphitheatre .
Aragon

You can always get accurate. up-dated rock
concert information 24 hours a day, by
calling the WDAI Rock phone at 346-WDAL

I'S

ts

28
29
30

One of WDAl's favorite features is our Top
20 Album Rock Countdown, every Saturday
night from 8 until 11 pm

Phoenix .

. .. 929-5959
871-7300

Quiet Night .

. ... . . 348-7100

Soldier Field .

294-2200

Stadium .
Uptown

733-5300

Name

Address
City

State

Zip Code

... 561-4110

.'

•

t
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buttered

·Vietnain and
/

papcarn
by Dan Peanop

.t:--~'.:.
'~

~

,..,.
~

part in this film is considerably
more serious . .
GO TELL THE SPARTANS is
directed by Ted Post who also
did two of Clint Eastwood's
films (HANG 'EM HIGH and

OF HEAVEN chronicles the
lives of a poor but ambitious. angry young man. his lover and his
younger sister. They become migrant workers for one of the
richest• landowners on the

DAYS OF HEAVEN· is • a
moral tale consumed with spectacular cinematography and
well worth the wait.
One of the featured players in
DAYS OF HEAVEN. Richard

Jonathan Goldsritith. Evan Kim, Joe Ung~r .•and Craig Wasson IL to RI prepare to fight their way
out of an enemy•trap after their convoy has been-ambushed.
.
MAGNUM FORCE) . He handles Panhandle
lives alone in a Gere. can also be seen as the
Burt Lancaster as Major Asa Barker is in total command in GO the actions scenes better than he Little Mansion on the Prairie lead in BLOODBROTHERS.
TELL THE SPARTANS.
handles the politics behind them. and is rumored to be dying.
This is a film about ( _family
The rancher ( played by that you couldn't take~your famiSometimes the naked are the gazebo) is a veteran soldier of The script. penned by Wendell
dead. At least this is one of the WWII and the Korean War. He Mayes ( ANATOMY OF A playwright Sam Sheperd) is ly to -see. Even,)fs ou could.
contentions of GO TELL THE apologizes to a draftee. a rarity MURDER. DEATH WISH) was smitten by the looks of the ex- there are many.reasons not to.
Gere plays· a ·young man of
SPARTANS. the latest film to in 1964. who has admitted he taken from the novel. "Incident steelworkers' girlfriend who is
.,..traveling • under the assumed Italian herit~ge, just out of high
retell the story of our involve- volunteered for Vietnam to see at Muc Wa. " by Daniel Ford.
what combat was really like.
It is a direct and forceful mov- identity of his sister. The young school. named Rocky. no. Tony.
ment in Vietnam.
The title of this wry and Lancaster tells the new man ie !hat rises above the cliches man played by Richard Gere, excuse me Stony De Coco. The
sharply written film is derived he's sorry he couldn't have and stock characters of the the Italian wildman with a glow- family name for this clan really
. typical war movie. Though the in-the-dare switchblade from should have been De Coocoo. His
from a quotation commemorat- , shown him a better war.
On orders. Lancaster is given appeal of the war movie has LOOKING FOR MR. GOOD- mother is a clear case for
ing the heroic sacrifice of three
hundred Spartans guarding the the unpleasant task of occupying slackened in recent years. GO BAR. decides on a , plan to re- certification. His father believes
in the salvation of the IBEW. It
pass at Thermopylae against the an overrun French outpost TELL THE SPARTANS has two distribute some of the wealth.
things going for it ; a good script
The best plans of mice and mi- may not buy happiness but it
overwhelming Persian forces in which is of no military value.
grant workers often go astray will buy Oriental hookers. His
480 B.C . This small but edicient That is. Muc Wa. which is cur- and a better cast.
The cast and the script are ' and Malick. the director and little brother won't eat and loves
force was finally • defeated rently guarded by the graves in
through an act of treachery a French cemetery. is of no certainly secondary to the photo- writer of BADLANDS. as well as kung-fu movies.
There's also an uncle played
which is paralleled in this more military importance until it is graphy in the long awaited film this film throws in some danregarrisoned with a squad of by Terrence Malick. DAYS OF dies. The latter part of the film strongly by Paul Sorvino who's
recent military operation.
The film is set in 1964 before American military advisors. HEAVEN. questionably contains falls into a pattern dangerously haunted by the death of his inVietnam was even a police ac- some regular ARVN troops. a the most stunning use of the similar to that of his ,first film. fant son. His wife fell asleep
BADLANDS. which starred Sis- nursing the child and smothered
tion, much less an escalated few farmers and some local camera within memory.
The story is told with little sy Spacek and Martin Sheen. the kid.
· war. It has the advantage of pre- mercenaries.
for
The fresh blood draws the Viet---· dialogue and a scant naive nar- Another device which he put to
A
dicting the past with uncanny
accuracy. The prophetic state- Cong to Muc Wa faster than the
ments and off-hand remarks on second lieutenant can quick step
the nature of the situation and tf> the latrine. The squad that
our increasing commitments to was previously testing the effecthat Southeast-Asian peninsula tiveness of mosquito repellent is
come perhaps a little too easy. now repelling regular night atbut there is no denying their es 0 tacks from enemy slightly more
dangerous than a feeding insect.
sential truths.
Burt Lancaster. who is a
The supporting characters
veteran at playing military com- who make the squad· are mostly
manders. is cast as a feisty ag- young. fresh and unknown faces .
ing Major who is able to Craig Wasson. the draftee and
perceive the reality of the pre- demolitions expert. was predicament the U.S. Army has got- viously a member of THE ·BOYS
ten itself into. It is one of his IN COMPANY C. The Cowboy.
Stony (Richard Gere) listens as his uncle (Paul _Sorvino_). telJs him Jo; forget _hi.s own plans and
best parts in his recent years.
the Vietnamese interpreter and
make peace with his father in BLOOD BROTHERS.
"
.
His character ( who has re- chief scout. played by'Evan Kim
ration
by
one
of
the
characters.
superior
advantage
in
-that
film
this
cla
n
is
to
visit
their
newly
mained a major due to an amus- will be well remembered by
Set
in
Texas
just
before
the
wa
s
the
use
of
a
young.
acquired
cemetery
plots.
Is it
ing and rather risque incident viewers of THE KENTUCKY
American
intervention
in
the
idealistic
but
naive
female
.narany
wonder
that
young
Stony
involvin_g the President of the FRIED MOVIE . In it he played
United States. the wife of his in a ma rvelous comic takeoff on First World War. and briefly in rator who in this case is played wants to leave home · and find
,out- if there is more to life than
commanding officer and a the Bruce Lee kung-fu epics.· His the steelyards in Chicago. DAYS by Linda Manz.
She is a remarkable young hardhat and a membership in
performer who seizes the atten- , the International Brotherhood of
tion and the sympathy of any au- Electrical Workers?
dience . "You' re only on the
Earth once and you should have
The re is so much craziness
it nice . in my opinion:· is a and a nx ie t y in BL OOD typical of the sentiments she BROTHE RS that any problem
voices throughout the film.
you thought you were ha,·ing
She has a rawness and a real- with your fam ily will seem
ness in ·her performance that minor. even trivial. by comdoes not carry over to _,some· of parison. If..' they- cton·.t ~- c;,_ontact
the larger characters played by 'somebody f~e 'mpvii b~iness
Gere or Brooke Adams as the, There is a \good., chaQc~ they
lover/ sister.
may rnake a movie a~tit you
As Malick has. the control of and your loved ones.
his actors . he has also harnessed
Di rected wit h an emphasis on
the beauties and awsome powers
rising
decibel levels by Richard
of nature. His direction of photography. Nestor Almendros. is a Mul ligan. he does better work
wiza rd a t capturing what the au- with the advent of puberty
dience will se in this ex- (SUMMER OF '42) than the enLinda Manz may look scuffy but her performance is adorable in DAYS OF HEAVEN.
trance into independence.
traordinary.

;fu

>,
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO AN

INTIIDE -SIDI And . SALE
to be held at

•

NOBTBEASTEBI' ILLINOIS UNIYEBSITY
COMMUTER CENTER BLDG.
5500 N. St. Louis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

•
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ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1978

ANTIQUE:

11 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

CHINA; SILVER; CRYSTAL;
CUT GLASS; JEWELRY;
PATTERN GLASS; ORIENTAL CHINA
VICTORIAN FURNITURE;
PRIMITIVE FURNITURE; CLOCKS;
WATCHES; TURQUOISE;
NOSTALGIA ITEMS; DOLLS
AND TOYS, ETC.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1978

11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
FREE PARKING
ADMISSION $2.00

Proceeds to Benefit University's Day Care Centers

everyone is we·1come to attend
A ~f""\ , ~ ~

\

o rJ It J.,00 \,,H

,t-i

-r,-1 i .s.

!)O t 't), Sc. O\..\N,

~D

....\ .
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lree claulli~ds'

Greg,
Eight little old ladies think you' re
cute. They don't have bad
taste ... too bad they're blind.
Don't blush too much now.
Glencoe

Just a 'Brief statement.
Beware of people who say they
are your best friends. Listen to
your own intuition. You will be
the one who is right.
"I told you so"

Brigette,
Thanks for the postcard.
Welcome back. we all missed
you. Thursday nights are still for
Mork and Mindy. Barney Miller
and SOAP. So. come on over.
Donna

•••

•••

For
-Sale

Mark.
See you on the 29!
G~Who·

FOR SALE: 1977 Bonneville. 2
dr.. Landau Top. 8300 miles.
$5000. Phone 274-7162 or ext. 8100.
Gloria Mitchell.

Pledges of LSA.
FORTY-THREE

FORSALE
1970 Maverick. 2-door. 6 cyl..
auto. trans.. radio. new tires.
Best Offer! Ron 278-7596

•••

Bert.
Sometimes being invisible can
come in handy. I don't - know
when.,but it might.
??Chester??

FORSALE:
1972 Chevy Impala P .S. P.B. 350
engine 53.000 Miles
EXCELLENT interior. $1.275 or
best offer CALL ~ evenings.

Bert.
Spying on people is not nice. but
who ever said you have to be
nice. You just have to be invisible.
Commander

Hammond Spinet Organ with
bench. walnut. Decorative back.
Excellent condition. Must sell.
Make offer. 864-05.51

DR.G.
Your goof off days are not that
bad. A iittle crazy but thats what
makes them so fun.
D.W. from Glencoe

•••

1971 Chevy Van. runs great.
carpeted inside, 6 cylinder. three
speed. $1000. Call 935-4284. keep
trying after 9:30 pm best.

6 room heated apt. 2

bdnns:

&
enclosed porch. stove.
refrigerator, & fireplace. 1~ blk.
to Northeastern. Available Nov.
1st or before. For more info call
478-9094 or 338-0610.$275.00 mo.

Wanted
HANDYMAN WANTED for yard
work and minor repairs. Call
286-2655 after 7 pm. Hours can be
arranged to suit.
PERSON TO CLEAN HOUSE
once a week. Hours can be arranged. Not Saturdays or SWldays. Call 52655 after 7 pm any
day.
ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
Serious female student looking to
share large apartment with other
of the same sex. 20 min. walking
distance to campus. Rent and
utilities approx. $100 per month.
Call late evenings, 583-4571.
WANTED : Advanced accounting
to tutor on campus. decent pay.
contact Acct. Club in room 4003.
InS.A.M . mailbox.

•••

lornat
SEASONAL RENTAL Frt
Lauderdale NE section nr bch.
Jan I-May 1. 3mnth min. Furn
hme sips 6 & 1 bdrm cottg.
827-6978

Personals
To the girl whose best men are
Italian:
I heard about what you want to
be for Halloween? If you need
any help with the costume you
know " you can call me!"
the guy with barind redhead

•••

Gail
Not everyone gets to shake my
hand.

•••

Happy Brithday to Evil Kniebert.

•••
Carrie,
Does microwave popcorn cause
cancer?
\
•

•

t

...
I

' f r .'~, "., ,· ) •, ri·_:_·- ·./,·

->,,' ·f
f

•••

The sisters

Adrian.
The theater is a mind expanser.
We will at least be more cultural.
Too bad we can't do -that some
more.
Commander
Adrian.
Do you believe that I know Abe
Vigoda?
Donna
To My Dearest Sharing Partner:
Happy Sweetest Day! I love you
very much.
Your little teddybear
Seaside,
Do you know you really are
highly commendable?
Signed. The Turkey and me-.
Don't miss "UFO's ARE Real"
next Thursday at 1:00 pm ·in the
Aud.
Kim.
Cheeseburger.
pepsi. pepsi

cheeseburger-

•••

KOKO. Was it You??!!!

•••

Shame

•••
Who the hell wrote a thank you
To the Cosmic People.
personal to rick from me???
NANU NANU. The nimuls wm ·
•••
evade soon.
The Manager Co. 8. 3.
•••
Do you know that it's a pleasure
Greg.
to work with you! ! ! !
I only play my clarinet to private
y
audiences. so make an appoint•••
ment.
For all-' those who actually
D.W. believe I am with the Mafia: Are
•••
you kidding? I'm the sweetest
Dr. G ..
thing around (although that's the
When are we going for some kind of girl they needed last
dunkin' donuts?
week ... l If you qualify. maybe
•••
you wanna some estra do, uh?
NANUNANU.
"TINA"ha.ha.ha!
Since Apollo and Starbuck have
•••
entered another galaxy I think Dear
it's about centons for our colonial
ships to encounter the cyclons Dear Commander.
and destroy them. So we can That little mafia-scared blondie
have our share of good Am- is having too much of your time ;
brosia.
is he good at something?
Battlestar Galactica
Just Kidding. Leuitenant
•••

•••

To Colt "35,"
One step forward. two steps
back. instant replay. sneak attack. life's a fooler. white is
black. one step forward. two
right back.
"Rumor has it..."

Dear Pedrito.
Thank you very much for the
calculator. for coming to see us
sometime. and being so nice.
Love.
XOXO***'""''."

•••

Miss Innocent. ·
You got to try to keep your head
above the water and to keep a
step ahead of time and even
though you'll do some things you
shouldn't ought to. Love your
brothers and sisters and love will
come back to you.
Lil' Sis

•••

Dominick.
You've got nice pockets. they
match your great personality.
Barbara

•••

K.V.
How about joining me for some
PARALITHODES
CAMTHSCHATICA legs.?
· YourK.G

•••

TomO'B.
1bat' s the last time r 11 offer you
one of my cookies.
Your Paddle Partner

•••

On behalf of the everabsent ~
pie of Fargonia. I would like to
.t hank the PRINT for the article.
Woe be to he who has a first class
at noon and a large car. for no
parking spaces await him ...
H
a
r
p
o
, L.H.R.O.C.K.(A.T.K.O.F.l
P .S. HiHi to Acky Wooky and the
Crimzot twins!!
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Frick and Frack.
Somewhere. up there. there is a
bright star:
Love.Freck
.
To his Most Supreme Majesty.
Harpo ......
,1esse James is water-skiing Nov.
:i..I'll bear you away if you wanna
go. Just tell me when. 0 Great
Leader. Faithful & True.
Godslave. The House of Remington and all its tribe will be
there too.
Trojan. Nugget's little brother.

.

Royce,
Let's drtnk to the eager beaver
setting up permanent residence
attheY.
Sullivan
Regina .
You expect me to believe your
explanation about why you were · .
so late in arriving Saturday?
Patti
Chris Danielle,
.
How's the proud little fatherto-be doing?
dip
T.K.E . Little Sisters.
Here's to the walkout weekend!
Patti
Diane.
,
Drinking Champagne at a barn
party displays a lot of class.
Drinking it till you fall over displays very little.
Patti
Mike .
Happy Sweetest Day.
Love. The Short One.
Happy Sweetest Day To:
Disco Nick, Jim, Jim M.. Dick
AQuag.
Love. Donna and Carol.
Jack.
rm Hopelessly .Devoted T!) You.
Happy Sweetest Day.
Love. Donna.
To the banker 'who is"having problems with data procesmng and
can't go out on weekdays: 1fiappy
Sweetest Day! · · ~- :!', tJP' .
· The Gambler
P.S. See you tonight!
1

Jimmy.
,
•••
If you find love and set it free and Cousin Cleff.
it . comes back it's yours, if it . Not to worry too much about
~sn't it never·:was, '"
Dawn's party_. f~r I am not mad .
. Here: there'and everywhere But ... wait ' til tour when I hav.e
.
my zoon lens! The trumpet secFargonians and Friends:
tion can taste the pizza now!
I guess the time is right. right RO-PE-EL.
Let's
party
every
day!!
One of your ' ' Swanging'' buddies
<halt! l?
You know I can't dance
•••
Head of the World
•••
To whom it may concern:
P .S. How do you get a Cerny out ·
( and better knock it off! l
of your mind? Answer: Go to a Commo Cozzi '1'.
These Fridays are getting to be Not EVERYONE in the UNI ConDuane Surgeon.
better and better. Hope to see cert Band wants or cares to know
you
at every one of them.
how Connie's Friday nights are
Does this tickle?
Commo Coizi ·2• with whoever. go. From what you
Kevin
•••
wrote. do I see a trace of
Bob,
jealousy? Grow up!
The last rose
A member of the UNI Concert
What an incredible talent you Happy Birthday! !
Katy
Band
have. to move me so. We shall
•••
•wwHarpo. Chesty. Fudd. and
meet again!
Koz!
red lion Hey Glissmanl'm glad your ribs are healed Happy Birthday! ! !
enough for you to start practice
·
Magic and Pygmy
XXX.
again.
Since
you
haven't
been
•••
If you ever use your grand high
exalted mystic double foot sweep suiting up for the games I was Ramiro.
on me be prepared for some close wondering what excuse you were with that name. nobody will know
using for those "helmet who this is for. Es para decirte
encounters of the BEST kind.
abrasions.
"Short, dark(? l. and "hello" otra vez. Love.
Love.000
. _cute
•••
•
••
Jan.
Piranha Man. ·
Should we go steady for Karen's
You send me baby!
sake.
Blue Gremlin ToLauraG.,
Hoped you liked-the school. I had
P .S. Priscilla sends her regards.
a great time Wednesday. See you
Gary David :
again real soon.
I love having you ...at my table.
Quagmire Dorene Huvaere,
Happy Sweetest Day! !
P .S. Looking forward to going to Bring some extra tetracycline to
The derelict who found your Southern with you. Happy the 4th floor this Wednesday.
checkbook Sweetest Day.
_~
. ·1 ypu~ 5it'f':~/~~P
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KOKO.
Work your schedule so you can
stay in band next semester.
Willy

To Andy's disco car.
I know you miss our glorious
voices. we must put an end to this
dilemma. I know you must disco
in the daytime. however. we do
much. much better nights.
Hot Child in the City

Mr. Sacco,
I WAS SO THRILLED IN
MEETING YOU THAT I fainted
from excitement!
G~who?

To Carol and Donna .
Happy Sweetest Day
DickQuag.
To the Frankenstein gang, ' ,. ,·
Sorry I missed you last week. I'll
try to be their tonite.

~ags
No. 8,
Can I have your autograph? ( Or
do I have to steal your time sheet
to get it?)
Your athletic supporter

TO : THE PERSON WHO
FOUND MY BOOKS
Thanks for turning them in to lost
&found!!!!!!!!!!!
FROM: THE PERSON WHO
LOST HIS BOOKS
Mike,
Happy Sweetest Day Buddy!
Love.Carol
Tommy.
Happy Sweetest Day To My Best
Buddy!
Love: Carol
To "Father John"
How irish are you??
From
a non-Delilah
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Personals
Dear' E .H. (MKTG l.
You wonder why there is hostility
and general lack of interest in
your' class? It is your own doing.
You make the students feel like
they are 8 years old with your
assign_e q ~eating;..you ' intimidate
them ~ »'.!ten-,,.they do have
someijrii:\&iJ Q,;llay. not to mention
that you are reading out of the
book! W;ik.e up E.H. you don't
belong at Ul'l!L you belong
teaching at grammar school.
where you can punish your students for disobedience.
AN OBSERVER.
Hey Seaside Rendevous Cutie.
You were - great -this weekend!
We wish Jo express our sincere _
thanks.
.
:~·• •
Thanks!!! Tim&Kurt
P.S. Let's do it again sometime!
Oooo I like that.

.

Sleeping Beauty.
The night was clear. the moon
shined· over the lake. the stars
looked down upon us through the
crisp •night ·air AND YOU ·FELL
ASLEEP!!!
Getting Back
J ,W,P .B. · Jr.
Next time we're dancing in a
dark corner remind me to show
you my: o..Polish ham. Happy
SweetestDay! •
From "One Extreme"
. '

;

''

'

,· ·.

Jeff : ·.
H~rfs ,to,~.!un Fondue Party!!
Loose 7/s Gatne
To the men of T.K.E ..
Try to have a good time this
weekend without us. but I don't
think it will be possible.
Love. The Little Sisters

FOR· sALE· By owner. 2 ~ ·

Cando - New. Lo. Maim. '5,1,900,

...

5300 N. 8'l~ 'fi. Chicago, -7171
~

ADULT BABYSITTER available
CALL 478-1953

D.W..
,·, .
Now you know tH} pf oblem with
living in Glencoe--flooded basements.
***

SGNI.

In the immortal words of that
famous chemist. IF ANYTHING
CAN POSSIBLY GO WRONG. IT
WILL.
Freck
***
Squirrel.
Mustang will be done by the 27th.
I' II take you out to the sewer that
week for sure.
BO
***
Celeste.
Bob is spreading rumors about
you again.
***

4-way tie for 15th.
Next time I'm out to kill.
SHIPS ANCHOR
***

Connie.
Ignore the ignorance of others .
An old band buddy
***

FREE adorable and fluffy kittens to keep you warm during
these cook autumn evenings. Call
Celeste 631-2054.
To Whoever wrote (a line I.
To whom~an'l ntesired?
Celeste

Tennis Team Falters
by Ellen Tursky
Last weekend three players
from the tennis team went down
to Southern Illinois University t6 1
play in the state tournament.
These three play~rf are
sophomore Margie Ng.
sophomore Carol Dominow and
freshman Mary Malcos.

Margie Ng is the team's
number one ~,aye_r:- . ~~q ha!l~'t
lost a match , until the state
tournament~ Sh~ wo~ her first
round against Thea Breite from
Southern. 4--6. 6-4. and 6-3. Less
than an hour later Margie was
back on the court with Mary
Boyer from Northwestern. who
came in second place in last
years state tournament. Margie
lost to Mary 6-2. 6-0.
Diller says. "The match
looked closer than the score

showed. "
Margie hasn't lost a match in
regular competition. Her closest
match was against Kate Swaya.
who is Dr Paul University's
number one player. Margie beat
Kate in a tie breaker.

will . in 1981 be held in the spring, Diller expects to have some
competition in the spring.
As a team. Diller says. "I feel
that individuals have done pretty well for the amount of tennis
they have played. some individuals
have improved. The
The teams record is 3 wins
and 10 losses. They have 3 teams continuous spirit and
matches left in the season. Two stamina were above my expecin Beloit against Beloit and Ap- tations. They kept playing their
pleton on the same day. which best and didn't give up points."
Diller says. " You can't do
shortens the length of each
your
best in tennis if you divide
match . and one match is left to
up
your
time between work.
play DePaul where Margie will
get another chance to play Kate school. and tennis. You need to
give full-time attention to tenSwaya.
nis."
Diller expects most of this
As of now Northeastern's
womens tennis team is only in years players to return to ·the
competition in the fall. as the team next season. Her advice to
mens tennis team has use of the them during the off season is to
courts in the spring. But since stay in competition by competthe women's state tournament ing in park district tournaments.

•••*****************************
*
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*
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~Women's Intramural Vo)leyball teams must*
thave -~osters in Monday, October -23. Play:
iebegins Tuesday, October 24. For further info>t
contace the P.E. office.
:
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the final one a 20 yard touchdown
to Ray Meinsen.
Eureka added .a late score near
the end of the first half to make
the score 20-17. An interesting
thing happened after the extra
point. Ed Miklasz was called for
unsportsmanlike conduct. The
Northeastern coaches. running
onto the field to defend Miklasz
were also penalized. So when
Eureka kicked off. they kicked
off from the Eagle 30 instead of
their own 40. The Red Devils attempted an onside kick. but it did
not travel the necessary 10 yards.
The half ended with the Eagles
on top 2().:17.

sperts
,..
~

~

The Quagmire
.

.

.

~

Re·ssurected
Eagles
Trip Eureka

Eureka had two opportunities
to tie the score early in the third
quarter when they recovered a
, Northeastern fumble . But a 23yard field goal was wide. The
Red Devils drove again after a
punt exchange. but once again a
field goal was wide.
Make no doubt abouf it. the· poor {ield position on their own
Early in the fourth quarter
Eagles are on their way back. nine yard line. Three plays later.
following an excellent punt by
After losing three of their first
Eureka. faced with a fourth and · Eureka the Eagles struck again.
four gam es, the Eagles. have ·one foot on their own 18 elected to
With the ball first and ten on their
· responded with two Victories. go for the first down instead of
own 40. Charlie Bliss hit Bob
both against conference oppo- punting. The fires up Eagle deGloppe on a sixty yard scoring
nents. This week's opponent was fense. led by linebacker Mike
pass. Shine.added the conversion
the Eureka Red Devils. This was Rogers. dropped the Red Devil
and the Eagles led 27-17.
a must game for the Eagles. running back for a one yard loss.
On the ensuing kick Tony Dina
Northeastern responded with a This gave the Eagles a golden opmade a tackle that saved what
tough 27-25 victory to even their portunity with the ball first and
.could have been a long kickoff reseason mark to 3-3 (2-1 in con- ten on the Eureka · 18 yard line.
turn fo r a touchdown. But six
ference ).
Two plays later Charlie Bliss plays later Eureka scored on a
Eureka opened the scoring found Bob G loppe in the end zone
20 ya rd option run. The Red
,with a 22-yard field goal. and the Eagles led 14-3.
Devils went for two points and
Northeastern took the lead for
A Northeastern fumble led to a converted it to make the score
good early in the fi rst quarter Eureka touchdown early in the
27-25.
when Sam Donatucci crashed second quarter · and the Eagle
over from the two. ·This score lead was cut to 14-10.
·
Bliss punted out of bounds on
was set up by a fumble recovery
The E agles increased their Eureka' s 3 with less than 3
by Ed Miklasz ; one of the two lead midway through the second minutes to go.
turnovers that Miklasz recovered quarter. Led by the passing of
It was the second time of the
tor the Eagles.
Charlie Bliss the Eagles moved game that Bliss had punted out of
Great coverage by · Scott 49 yards in j ust 6 plays to make bounds inside of the five.
Sinclair a nd John Trella on the the score 20-10. In that drive Bliss
Eureka started to drive. battlensuing kickoff gave Eureka )'lit 4 passes in 4 attempts. with ing both the cloc_k and the

Can Schultz lead Eagles
out of· Wilderness
and into promised land?

staunch Northeastern defense.
Sinclair and Catallo knocked
down passes and Dina tackled the
Red Devil runner for a ten-yard
loss on a reverse. With 45 seconds
remaining. the Eureka
quartreback threw deep. but
once again Ed Miklasz was there.
Miklasz picked off the pass. thus
sealing victory for the Eagles.
Coach Lanno said of the game.
"We got more ·comistent production from our offense. The execution was much better. But the
most important thing was that
when we needed the big play we
got it".
The offense was productive.
gaining 320 yards. Bliss was ~ 16.
142 yards and three touchdowns.
The ground game. for the second
week in a row. was very decisive
with 178 yards. Lanno added.
"the team showed real
character;-; .
This week the Eagles play a
very tough Saginaw Valley. In
our three previous meetings with
Saginaw Valley we have failed to
score. This year it should be dif-

Golden Quail Award winner Ed Miklasz on a blitz.

l

by John Stepal
The E agles once-proud basketball tradition, having suffered
through a couple of horrendous
seasons. is trying to reverse this
trend . By bringing in John
Schultz. a former mentor at
Tilden. UNI thinks it has taken a
step in the right direction.
Certainly there can be , no
doubt of Schultz' s capabilities as
coach, as he . was named prep
coach of the city in 1970. But the
job a head of him is a monumental task. Last year's team was
just 12-14. and that team had
Sam Clark. Lamarr Mondane.
Ty rone R utues . and Tom
Rowan. all of which are gone.
Schultz has gone into this
situation with an optimistic outlook. Anybody who predicts a
winni ng sea-,on for Northeastern
this yea r . as he has. would have ;
to be considered an optimist. At
the same time. however. he is
realistic enough to see the

team's weaknesses.
"We know we have a small
team. Because of this. we will
have to be a running team. If we
can. we will ·run , the entire
game. But we will also be able
to set up an offense this year."
When asked what he was
stressing in 1978, Schultz replied.
" Defense. We' ll substitute freely
and try to wear our opponents
down . What I ask of ·my players
is that they give 110 percent all
the time. I've found that. in
many instances. the player with
the greater desire will often succeed over the more talented
one ."
Schultz. who still teaches at
Tilden. has also learned of the
" benefits" of coaching at UNI.
" The fac ilities are not the best."
he says in what could be the understatement of the year. "The
lack of scholarships hurt. too.
What I'd like to see in the future
is many improvements, includ-

ferent. It is the first home game
for the Eagles. The Game is at
Luther North H.S. and game time
isl :30.
My picks :
Last week I was 12-2 making
me 62-36. I'm getting better. This
week : Buffalo by 6 over Cincinnati ; Miami by 3 over New
England; N.Y. Jets by 14 of over
St. Louis ; Washington by 4 over
N. Y. Giants :Dallas by 5 over
Philadelphia ; San Diego by 10
over Detroit : Minnesota by 3
over Green Bay ; Cleveland by 6
over Kansas City; Atlanta by 4
over San Francisco ; Denver by 8
over Baltimore ; Oakland by 6
over Seattle ; Los Angeles by 9
over New Orleans; Pittsburgh by
6 over Houston ; Bears over Tampa Bay by 3.
The Golden Quail Award goes
to Ed Miklasz. Ed had a key interception at the end of the
game to preserve the victory.
He also recovered a fumble ·and
caused another. A special mention goes to Charlie Bliss who
was NAIA back-of-the-week.
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ing an active alumni association.
more community interest. added
local publicity. and. of course.
more financial aid made availa- ·
ble. "
The coach is not certain yet
who his starters will be. Only
three players on the roster. :~
Herman Peppers. Bruno
Everett . and Pete Shiman.
played last season. Two. Dennis ~
McGinley and John Sampson.
played on the JV team in '77-'78. ~
The team is very young. with
only one senior (Everett) .

t

Varsity Football Game
Home against Saginaw Valley
Home Field is Luther North H.S.
5700 W. Berteau
Game Time is 1:30
Admission Free with UNI I.D.
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Schultz has this to say about
the upcoming season : "Nobody
expects anything from us except
ourselves. We' re . going to surprise some people."
The last coach to say those
very words was Marty Miller.
former baseball coach. who
went 9-16 in his one-year stint.
Hopefully. the results will be
different this time.

Give a hoot!

Don't pollute.
Join Woodsy.
Give a hoot. Don' t pollute.

Weather no bargain
for golfers
by John Stepal
Northeastern's golf team experienced a disappointing ending
to a dismal . season Monday. as
they finished eighth among nine
teams at the conference match
held at Big Run Golf Course in
Lockport. Inclement weather
shortened the event from 36
holes to just 27. As expected. the
meet was dominated by
Rockford. Loyola. and DePaul.
who finished at 613. 616, and 619.
respectively. UNI was far back
at 676.
The Eagles, winners of just
three matches during the match
play season, shot poorly as a

team. with only John Novak and
Paul Rosales playing to their
abilities. Novak fired 121. four
shot s off third place. and
Rosales turned in his best round
of the year at 131. But for Ron
Hope. Rick Nelson. John Stepal.
and Al Kiel. the meet was a
tragedy.
The weather conditions were
absolutely abysmal in nature. At
times the cold and rain combined to make the process of swinging a golf club a difficult
thing . All 'things considered. the
scores were relatively good.
But for Northeastern, the cry
is. " Wait till next year!"

